
Drone Based AQ 
Monitoring



Scentroid Overview

• Scentroid is the word leader in air pollution and odour measurement 
equipment and services.

• Based out of Toronto, Canada we export to over 45 countries around the 
world. 
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Scentroid Divisions and Activities
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Research Center Odour Academy Products

 Expert support to env. consultants
 Inter-laboratory Testing (ISO 17025)
 Association of Odour Professionals
 Research on new air pollution 

assessment methods
 Help with new policy development 
 Development of new standards

 Odour Expert Training
 Operator Training
 Certification
 Public Awareness 
 Online Training
 Dedicated Training 
 International Odour and Pollution 

Management Conferences

 Field instruments
 Laboratory instruments
 Sampling equipment
 Monitoring equipment
 Real-time modeling 

software
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Scentroid Products
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Laboratory Instruments Field Instruments Monitoring Stations
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Traditional AQ Monitoring Technologies

AQ Analysers are most accurate but have fixed locations for 
sampling and are expensive

Mobile Stations have mobility but are limited to roads and are 
expensive

Compact Air Quality Stations are less expensive but are for 
fixed locations



Drone Based AQ Monitoring
• Drone based sensing adds an exciting new dimension to AQ 

monitoring.

• The DR1000 Flying Laboratory is a miniaturized air quality station 
that is able to measure continuously several components. 

• Sensors are selected based on industry from a list of 50 possible 
choices. Some of the choices are

• NOx

• SO2

• O3

• VOC

• CO

• PM1,2.5, and 10

• CO2

• CH4

• Additionally air samples can be collected to be sent for GC/MS 
analysis. 
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Drone Based AQ Monitoring

• DR1000 Flying Laboratory is a payload 
that attaches to any UAV such as the DJI 
S1000 and Matrice 600. 

• It is equipped with its own:

• rechargeable battery, 

• transmission boards, 

• GPS receiver 

• Data storage and controller

• and is completely independent of the 
vehicle. It can be mounted on any 
drone, balloon, or even a car. 
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Drone Based AQ Monitoring
• Data is collected and sent every 10+ seconds to a ground station as well as a secured cloud GIS server for 

analysis. 

On-Board SD Cloud Based Server
Ground Station
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Drone Information Management Software is - DRIMS

• DRIMS runs on both ground station and cloud server 

allowing operator to:

• View live readings of sensors

• See trend of historical readings per pollutant

• Activate air sample collection in a Nalophan bag

• Set alarm levels for each sensor

• Modify settings such as sampling rate, pump speed, 

transmission rate and more remotely

• Allow on-line monitoring of drone location and 

readings from anywhere in the world
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Drone Based AQ Monitoring
• Each day a drone can collect up to 500 data points of all 

pollutants at various locations and height. 

• Each data point will include:

• Pollutants (NOx, SO2, VOC, CO, O3, PM1-10)

• Temperature

• Humidity

• Altitude

• Lat/Long

• Date

• Time
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Applications



Flare Monitoring

• Flares pose a significant source of pollutants 
including PM, Odour, VOC, SO2, and NOx. 

• Current methodology relies mostly on estimation 
rather than direct measurement. 

• Drones monitoring allow direct sampling of 
plume from flares. 

• Temperature sensors warn operator if ambient 
temperature exceed 60C. Use of long probe and 
hanging PTFE lines allow for sampling as close to 
the flame as possible. 
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Visible Air Pollution: Smog 

Smog is a form of visible air pollution, composed of nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, ozone, smoke or 
particulates among others less visible pollutants include carbon monoxide. 

Drones can provide completely mapping of a city wide smog level including elevation reading for determining 
effects of thermal inversion layer. 
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Landfill excavation
• Landfills produce significant odours as well as pollutants such as methane (CH4), Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S), 

Ammonia (NH3), PM1-10, and VOCs. 

• Traditional sampling or monitoring of landfills is limited to a few fixed locations. 

• A drone based AQ monitoring campaign can significantly increase area covered, data obtained, and provide 
real time alarms

• Hazardous and radioactive waste provide additional incentive to drone based monitoring
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Mining Excavation
Mining activity can produce significant pollutants including particulate. 

Traditional sampling or monitoring of mine pits are extremely difficult due to difficult access by 
regular vehicles. 
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Oil storage and Tank farms
• Drones allow for monitoring of hundreds of tanks for leaks 

saving product loss and pollutant emission.

• Petrochemical storage can emit a wide range of pollutants 
including VOCs and other odour causing compounds. 
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Transportation  and Harbours
Large harbours used for transportation of petrochemical, crude oil, and other pollutant emitting 
products are ideally suited for drone monitoring. 
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Methodology



Steps in Conducting Drone Assessment

Sampling and Flight Plan

Drone Based AQ monitoring

Laboratory Analysis of air Samples

Data analysis and Reporting 

GIS Data Presentation
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Sampling And Flight Plan
• Sampling and Flight Plan dictates the location, time, duration, height, measured data and all other parameters 

required. 

• The sampling plan will be created based on a study of: 

1. Existing pollution levels: for example from satellite based pollution dispersion of VOC, Ozone, and Particulate, 

2. land use data including density of industrial and residential areas, and 

3. Possible take off and landing zones.

• Planned flight can be recorded for autonomous operation. 
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Drone Based AQ Monitoring
• The flight plan will include locations for AQ measurement. 

The drone will require 10+ seconds pause to record 
accurate measurements. 

• each flight of 15 minutes will result in maximum of 90 
samples.

• While viewing live data, operator can decide to acquire a air 
sample for laboratory analysis. 

• The drone must remain in place for 30 seconds to acquire a 
6 L sample.  

• Usually a team of one pilot and one operator are required. 

• QC on data can be done through:

• pre-flight calibration verification of sensors using zero air and 
calibration gas

• Limits on expected readings
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Laboratory Analysis of air Samples
• The DR1000 flying laboratory is also capable of collecting air samples to be analyzed by a full Gas Chromatography 

laboratory. 

• Areas of high pollution will be identified and immediately sampled during flight. 

• Samples can be transferred to either stainless steel sampling bags or Suma canisters for shipment if necessary.  
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Data analysis and Reporting
• The data can be analyzed by 

environmental engineers to Determine:

• areas with high air pollution, 

• contaminants constituting the air 
pollution,

• and the main contributors. 

• Source identification is based on 
several factors including type of 
pollutant, visual inspection, and where 
possible reverse modeling.



GIS Presentation
• All data obtained can be 

automatically inputted into a GIS 
system for easy visualization. 

• User can view data based on 
pollutant, time, or concentration.

• Sources, sensitive receptors, and 
other related information can also 
be presented within the same GIS 
system.
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Combining Different 
Technologies



Photogrammetry and air quality
Associating terrain info and changes to gas detection

A 3D model is helpful to
 Get a very precise model of the area under analysis 
 Evaluate volumetric changes (also associated to gas detection variations)
 Create a valuable history of detected changes 
 Import the model in CAD sw to plan projects more effectively



Combining use cases – Thermal sensor

• Combining multiple sensors (e.g. The Lab and a thermal camera) on same drone allows multiple use 

cases to be served.

• Hydric stress analysis 

• Identification of thermal pollution in seas, lakes and rivers due to civil and industrial dumping

• Thermal variation control

• Dam thermal map

• Liquid garbage warehouse control  
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Case Study



Long Range Impact - Flaring
• Scentroid team was contracted to investigate 

episodes of intense foul odour in a populated 
city.

• Odour and chemical analysis from ground 
survey tracked the source to refineries 100 KM 
away.



Long Range Impact - Qatar

• A possible source identified was flaring. 

• How many flares must be activated 

simultaneously and what metrological 

conditions was required to create these 

episodes? 

• To determine the effects of flares and the 

conditions causing long range odour nuisance, 

the emission rate from each flare episode was 

needed. 

• A dispersion model could then be used.



Long Range Impact - Qatar
• DR1000 was used to measure VOCs, PM, NO2, 

and SO2 downwind of the flare within the 
plume.  

• Various height measurements were used to 
get 3D map of the plume

• Samples were also collected for olfactometery 
(odour measurement)

• Reverse modeling allowed the source to be 
estimated

• Significant difference was observed when 
comparing with EPA method of flare emission 
estimation

• Models of the plume were created to 
determine episodes and correlated to 
observed data



Summary



Summary
• Drone AQ monitoring ads a new dimension to 

pollution impact assessment.

• Industries such as petrochemical, mining, waste 

management, and transportation greatly benefit 

from drone AQ monitoring by:

• Acquiring more samples

• Measuring impossible to reach  locations

• Avoid putting workers at risk

• Cover a larger area in less time than would be possible 

by any other technology

• Create 3D pollution map to track dispersion
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Thank you

Any Question?
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